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Abstract

This study extends the work of Baumgardner et al. (2009) in which measurements of trace gases and particles, at a remote, high altitude mountain site, 60 km from Mexico City were analyzed with respect to the origin of the air masses. In the current evaluation, the temperature, water vapor, ozone ($O_3$), carbon monoxide (CO), acyl peroxy nitrate (APN) and particle size distributions (PSDs) of the mass concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and organic mass (OM) were simulated with the WRF-Chem chemical transport model and compared with the measurements at the mountain site. The model predictions of the diurnal trends of the gases were well correlated with the measurements before the regional mixed layer (RML) reached the measurement site but underestimated the concentration after that time. The differences are caused by an over rapid growth of the boundary layer by the model and too much dilution. There also is more $O_3$ being actually produced by photochemical production downwind of the emission sources than predicted by the model.

The measured and modeled PSDs compare very well with respect to their general shape and diameter of the peak concentrations. The spectra are lognormal with most of the mass in the accumulation mode and the geometric diameter centered at $200 \pm 20$ nm, showing little observed or predicted change with respect to the time when the RML is above the Altzomoni research station. Only the total mass changed with time and air mass origin. The invariability of average diameter of the accumulation mode suggests that there is very little growth of the particles by condensation or coagulation past about six hours of aging downwind of the major sources of anthropogenic emissions in Mexico’s Megapolis. This could greatly simplify parameterization in climate models although it is not known at this time if this invariance can be extended to other megacity regions.
1 Introduction

The role of Mexico City’s aerosol particles in modulating climate and their link to various health related issues has been clearly documented with numerous observational and theoretical studies (Molina et al., 2010 and references therein). Mexico City has been the focus of a number of major field programs since the early 1990’s that studied the sources and evolution of these particles, as well as other anthropogenic emissions. For example, the first was the Mexico City Air Quality Research Initiative (MARI) conducted from 1990–1994 (LANL/IMP, 1994; Streit and Guzman, 1996), followed by the IMADA-AVER (Investigación sobre Materia Particulada y Deterioro Atmosférico, Aerosol and Visibility Evaluation Research) campaign in February–March 1997 (IMP, 1998; Doran et al., 1998; Edgerton et al., 1999; Molina and Molina, 2002). The third experiment was the Mexico City Metropolitan Area field program (MCMA-2003), an intensive 5-week campaign that took place in the spring of 2003 (31 March–4 May), with the goal of investigating the atmospheric chemistry of the MCMA, with particular focus on secondary PM formation (Molina et al., 2007). Most recently, the Megacity Initiative: Local And Global Research Observations (MILAGRO) project was carried out in March 2006 (Molina et al., 2010) during which continuous observations of gas and particle concentrations were taken at various locations across Mexico City and its surroundings.

The environmental impact of these urban aerosols, a large fraction of them subsequently transported from the city, depends on their size differentiated composition. Their lifetime, interaction with solar radiation, capacity to form cloud droplets and crystals and facility in entering the human respiration system are highly sensitive to how the mass and composition of these particles are distributed by size. Hence an important aspect of particles transported from the Mexican Megapolis is that of how their size distribution evolves; however, there have been very few studies that have looked in detail at the size distributions of aerosol particles either in Mexico City or in nearby regions. Baumgardner et al. (2000) were the first to show the evolution of the number and volume size distributions in Mexico City. Measurements of nano-sized distribu-
tions, < 30 nm, were made during MCMA-2003 (Dunn et al., 2004) indicating that new particle formation occurred during periods of elevated sulfur dioxide. During this same project Salcedo et al. (2006) measured for the first time the size differentiated masses of selected inorganic and organic ions with an aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS). The size distributions were dominated by a prominent accumulation mode where inorganic and organic species appeared to be internally mixed most of the time, and a smaller externally-mixed organic mode likely related to traffic emissions. During MILAGRO, although there were many instruments in operation that measured the size distributions of the aerosol particles, to date only four studies have been published that discuss the evolution of particle size distributions (PSD). Smith et al. (2008) studied new particle formation with measurements of nanoparticles. Kleinman et al. (2009) evaluated the PSD characteristics as a function of time of day and photochemical age. Lewandowski et al. (2010) derived column averaged PSDs from sun photometer measurements and Wang et al. (2010) compared PSDs with measurements of CCN. There have been no published evaluations of the PSDs using numerical models, although Kleinman et al. (2009) did make calculations of condensational growth to compare with their observations.

It is the primary objective of the study described herein, to extend the evaluation by Baumgardner et al. (2009) who looked at the physical and chemical properties of the regional mixed layer of Mexico’s Megapol, during the MILAGRO project. In that study, the diurnal trends of selected chemical species were evaluated at an elevated site southeast of Mexico City. The mixed layer, also known as the convective boundary layer, is the upper portion of the boundary layer in which air is thoroughly mixed by convection (Stull, 1994). In this study we refer to the regional mixed layer (RML) in the same context but where the region of interest is the area of the Mexican Megapol, i.e. the region encompassing the major population centers of Mexico City, Cuernevaca-Cuautla and Puebla. The chemical composition of the RML will depend on the relative distance from the strongest sources of emissions. Horizontal and vertical mixing by solar heating and mechanical turbulence will lead to a more homogeneous mixture
as the air masses are advected by the larger scale circulation. We sample these air masses as they pass the Altzomoni research site, giving us a series of data points from which we can observe the diurnal trends in gas and particle composition in the upper portions of the RML.

In the following presentation we describe observations of diurnal trends in the mass size distributions of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and organic matter and compare these observations with simulations from the WRF-Chem model. In the following sections we describe the experimental methodology, compare simulated and measured chemically speciated PSDs, along with several other atmospherically relevant parameters, and finish with a discussion of the results and concluding remarks.

2 Experimental method

2.1 Measurements

During March 2006 measurements of meteorological conditions, gas concentrations and aerosol particle properties were made with instruments deployed at the Altzomoni overlook that is situated inside the national park Izta-Popo-Zoquiapan on the saddle, called the Paso de Cortés, between the volcanoes Popocatepetl and Iztaccíhuatl. The site is located at 19.117° N, 98.654° W and an altitude of 4010 m a.s.l. (Baumgardner et al., 2009).

The atmospheric parameters measured at Altzomoni and the techniques employed are described in detail by Baumgardner et al. (2009). Here we briefly summarize only the measurements used for the current study. Meteorological variables (temperature, relative humidity, wind direction and speed) were measured with a commercial weather station (Davis Instruments) at two meters AGL. An open-path FTIR was used to measure gas concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O_{3}) and sulfur dioxide (SO_{2}) among other gases. Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) and peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN) mea-
measurements were carried out with a dual column gas chromatograph using an electron capture detector (Metcon Inc., Königstein, Germany).

Total particle number concentration for sizes larger than 10 nm was measured with a condensation nuclei (CN) counter model 3010 (TSI, St. Paul, MN). A quadrupole AMS (Aerodyne Research Inc, Billerica, MA) provided the mass concentrations of inorganic ions (sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium) and the organic fraction in the sub-micron particulate matter. The AMS was operated with a time resolution of five minutes (Jayne et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2003; Canagaratna et al., 2007). The collection efficiency of 0.5 was derived by comparing the total volume derived from a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) with the volume derived from the AMS mass concentrations over the same size range as the SMPS as discussed by Baumgardner et al. (2009). The instruments are summarized in Table 1. It is important to mention that all the particle measurement instruments were connected to an inlet with a PM$_{1.0}$ cyclone separator (University Research Glassware, Chapel Hill, NC).

Baumgardner et al. (2009) selected fourteen days for evaluation: 3–4, 12–19 and 28–31 March. These periods had clear skies and did not show obvious influence from biomass burning. The fourteen days were those where the RML was clearly observed, from measurements made with a webcam, to grow above the research site and when the daily trends in gas and particle concentrations exhibited a sharp gradient.

In the studies reported here, we focus on a subset of these periods, 12–19 and 28–29 March. As in the analysis of Baumgardner et al. (2009), who used the wind fields derived from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) at 650 mb (the average pressure measured at Altzomoni was 630 mb), we distinguish among different main wind sectors according to the origin of the air mass during the previous 24 h. The larger scale circulation brought air from the East (E) during the 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 29 March, southwest (SW) during the 18, 19 March and west northwest (WNW) on the 15 and 28 March.
2.2 Model description and configuration

WRF/Chem is a chemical transport model that couples the Weather Research and Forecasting community model with atmospheric chemistry modules to simulate the evolution of trace gas and particle properties (Grell et al., 2005). The code used in the current study is the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) modified rendition of WRF/Chem version 3 for Mexico City and surroundings (Fast et al., 2009). Table 2 lists the modules used in the simulation. The meteorology is described by Skamarock et al. (2008), the gas phase chemistry uses the carbon bond mechanism (CBM-Z, Zaveri and Peters, 1999) and the photolysis scheme is a simplified version of the Tropospheric Ultraviolet-Visible (TUV) model (Madronich, 1987) named fast-TUV (Tie et al., 2003). For the particulate phase the MADE/SORGAM (Modal Aerosol Dynamics model for Europe coupled with the Secondary Organic Aerosol Model) aerosol model (Ackermann et al., 1998; Schell et al., 2001) is used. The MADE/SORGAM simulates the aerosol size distribution using a modal approach for three different modes: Aitken, accumulation and coarse, using two overlapping lognormal modes for the sub-micrometer aerosols (Ackermann et al., 1998). This configuration was selected based on the experience of some in-house tests and the expertise provided by Jerome Fast (PNNL, 2009).

The simulation covers two regions, an inner domain that encompasses the central region of Mexico with a 3-km grid spacing (Fig. 1) and an outer domain that covers the whole country with a 12-km grid spacing (not shown). The initial and boundary conditions are the same as those used by Fast et al. (2009), but with the modified speciation to use the CBM-Z coupled with the MADE/SORGAM aerosol model.

The meteorological variables for the initial and boundary conditions were obtained in six hour intervals from the Global Forecast System (GFS) model maintained by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Other variables like initial sea surface temperatures, soil temperatures and moisture were also retrieved from the GFS. The simulated wind, temperature and specific humidity were nudged to the observations obtained during the MILAGRO campaign as described by Fast et al. (2009).
The initial and boundary conditions for trace gases and particles were obtained in 6-h intervals from the output of the global chemistry model MOZART-4 (Pfister et al., 2008).

The emissions inventories of trace gas and particles used in this study, described by Fast et al. (2009), are based on the 1999 US National Emissions Inventory (NEI) and adjusted by Lei et al. (2007) with the 2002 Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) inventory developed by the Comision Ambiental Metropolitana (CAM, 2004). In order to take into account the emissions fluctuations between weekdays and weekends, the weekday mobile emissions were diminished by 10% and 30% for Saturdays and Sundays respectively (Fast et al., 2009; Lei et al., 2007). The volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions were adjusted to update industrial, road and area emissions as in Lei et al. (2007) for the Mexico City basin while for the grid cells outside this area the 1999 NEI is used. Baumgardner et al. (2009) reported that in the area to the east of Mexico City there are no major sources of anthropogenic pollutants, although the small villages in this region may have some minor impact. There are, however, two important natural sources of trace gases and particles: biogenic emissions (from vegetation and biomass burning) and volcanic exhalations.

The Popocatepetl volcano, with strong intermittent emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}) has an impact on atmospheric chemistry and secondary aerosols production (Grutter et al., 2008). Due to this intermittency, the volcano emissions are highly variable and this feature is addressed in the model by adding to the emissions inventory an emission rate that varies day to day according to observations.

Trees, bushes and grass emit organic compounds, some of them in response to environmental stress. These highly volatile and reactive compounds can alter significantly the atmospheric chemistry (Domínguez-Taylor et al., 2007). The most abundant compounds are the isoprenoids (Guenther et al., 1995). The isoprene and terpene emissions are taken into account using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN). MEGAN is a global model with a resolution of ∼1 km\textsuperscript{2} and estimates the emission rate of isoprene using canopy-scale emission factors, calculating
the emissions for each plant functional type and summing them to estimate the total emission in a defined area (Guenther et al., 2006).

Another significant emission source is the burning of biomass (Yokelson et al., 2007; Molina et al., 2007; DeCarlo et al., 2008; Aiken et al., 2009). Fast et al. (2009) computed the daily fire emissions of trace gas and particles from the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) thermal anomalies product using the methodology described by Wiedinmyer et al. (2006).

The structure of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is simulated in WRF/Chem using the Yonsei University parameterization reported by Hong et al. (2006), setting a minimum value of the PBL height at 200 m a.g.l. when there is no solar heating. This scheme is a vertical diffusion package with non-local turbulent mixing in the PBL and is the next generation of the medium range forecast PBL implemented by Hong and Pan (1996). This new version adds an explicit treatment to the entrainment layer at the top of the PBL based on the studies reported by Noh et al. (2003) (Skamarock et al., 2008).

3 Results

3.1 Analysis methodology

The fidelity of the model with respect to its accuracy in predicting the temporal properties of the atmospheric constituents is evaluated by comparing the measured, diurnal averages made at the Altzomoni research site with averages from the simulation, both in hourly intervals. The comparisons are partitioned into the three periods mentioned above, i.e. air masses arriving from the E, SW and WNW.

The main focus of the evaluation is on the time evolution of the size distributed mass measured with the AMS compared to the lognormal PSDs produced by the model. Prior to discussing these comparisons, however, we investigated the simulation of the meteorological parameters and several trace gases in comparison with the observa-
A reasonable agreement between the simulated and measured meteorological and gas variables is a prerequisite for an accurate prediction of the PSD. Trends in the meteorological and trace gas variables also provide additional insight to changes in the characteristics of the PSDs. As we are interested in trends as well as absolute values, for the comparison we calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Bevington and Robinson, 2003) to quantify the relationship between the measured and simulated trends. The absolute differences are calculated as the sum of the average hourly differences between the measured and simulated parameters. As will be observed in the following Figs. 3–5, some of the measured and simulated variables had very similar daily trends but appeared to be shifted with respect to one another in time. Hence, an additional step was taken in which the correlation coefficients and sum of the differences were calculated after shifting the simulated time series by plus or minus several hours to see if the correlations would improve and differences would decrease with time shifts. The results of these statistics, discussed below, are summarized in Table 3.

3.2 Boundary layer growth and meteorology

The diurnal trend of the atmospheric parameters is directly related to the physics of the boundary layer (BL) growth, i.e. solar heating, sensible heat flux from the ground, wind shear, turbulent mixing and larger scale circulations (Stull, 1994; Stensrud, 2007). In addition, the solar radiation that produces the energy to generate turbulence is also responsible for driving the photochemical processes that produce O$_3$, PAN and secondary aerosols like sulfates, nitrates and some of the organics. Biogenic emissions are sensitive to the solar heating, as well. Hence, by analyzing the simulations of the BL thickness in relation to the diurnal cycles of the modeled and observed atmospheric parameters, we gain insight that helps us assess the accuracy of the model.

In addition to the BL depth at the Altzomoni research site, three additional locations, related to the air mass origin, were selected for evaluating the diurnal cycles. The locations chosen to represent upwind locations to the WNW, E and SW were Mexico City, Texmelucan and Cuautla (see Fig. 1), respectively. These locations were selected
for their proximity to the major population centers but far enough from Altzomoni to be unaffected by local topographical features. Their distances from Altzomoni were 60 km, 30 km and 45 km, respectively. Figure 2 shows the simulated depth of the BL at these three locations. Also shown by the horizontal solid gray lines is the altitude of the research site as represented in the model. Note that this altitude is about 300 m lower than the actual height of the research site as a result of the model resolution. The solid curve in each of the three panels is the diurnal time series of the CN concentration measured at the site. As was shown by Shaw et al. (2007), the BL in the Mexico City area routinely grows to depths greater than 4000 m a.g.l., as also seen in the model results here.

The CN concentration is an indicator of the time when the air from the regional BL reaches the research site (Baumgardner et al., 2009). Before this time, the concentrations are quite low (below 2000 cm$^{-3}$) reflecting the presence of free tropospheric air. As the RML grows and mixes with the local environment, the concentrations begin to increase, reaching a maximum usually when the aerosol layer that forms at the top of the RML passes the site as the layer continues to grow (Raga et al., 2001; Baumgardner et al., 2009). If the growth is correctly simulated, when the top of the RML approaches the altitude of the research site we should see the CN concentrations start to increase, keeping in mind that larger scale circulations are also important for lifting the RML up the mountain site.

We note several features when comparing the time when the simulated RML reaches the research site to the increase in CN concentration. In Fig. 2a, when the origin of the general air mass is from the WNW, we observe a slight increase in the CN just prior to the time when the RML depth in Mexico City is the same as the altitude of Altzomoni. As the RML reaches Altzomoni between 11:00 and 12:00 (all times are reported as local, UTC−6 h), the CN concentration begins increasing rapidly before decreasing after 14:00 as the RML continues to grow and the CN is diluted as the RML mixes with the local environment.
For the case of air originating from the SW (Fig. 2b), according to the model results the RML depth barely exceeds the height of the research site, broaching that altitude after 13:00 and then remaining constant for five hours before collapsing in the afternoon at 18:00. The delay in reaching its maximum depth, compared to the case of winds from the WNW, explains the delayed increase in the CN concentration when winds are from the SW. The two hour difference between when the simulated RML at Cuautla reaches its maximum, compared to the maximum modeled for the RML in Mexico City and Texmelucan, can be attributed to two factors (1) the difference in time when the sun begins heating each location (Fast and Zhong, 1998; Whiteman et al., 2000) and (2) the difference in altitudes. Cuautla remains in the shadow of the mountains at that time of the year until around 10:00 whereas Mexico City and Texmelucan receive solar warming between 08:00 and 09:00. Cuautla is also 1000 m lower than either Mexico City or Texmelucan, hence more time is needed for the boundary layer to grow and reach the altitude of the research site.

In Fig. 2c, when air originates from the east, we observe a small increase in the CN concentration at the time the model predicts arrival of the RML at the measurement site but the more significant increase does not begin until an hour later when the predicted BL is about 200 m above Altzomoni. This is very similar to what was observed when the air masses originated from the WNW (Fig. 2a). To summarize the BL results, they appear to be consistent with the CN data and indicate that the atmospheric physics is being well represented in the model. However, it is important to note that there is a time lag of approximately one hour between when the simulated RML reaches the Altzomoni site (e.g. 11:00 for WNW) and when the CN concentration starts to increase rapidly (e.g. 12:00 for WNW).

Figure 3 shows the diurnal averages of the temperature and mixing ratios that were measured and simulated for the three periods. The trends in the simulated temperatures are in good agreement except that the model predicts peak temperatures an hour earlier than were measured when air was originating from the SW. On average, the measured temperatures are 2–4°C warmer than predicted; however, the model is
in excellent agreement with the measurements after 17:00 and 20:00 when air masses originate from the E and SW, respectively.

The agreement between the trends in simulated and measured water vapor mixing ratio (Fig. 3b) is very good in the easterly air masses over the whole day; however, the model has a bias of about one g kg\(^{-1}\). In the air from the SW, the model agrees well with the observations in the afternoon and evening after 15:00 but overestimate the mixing ratio by factors of two to four in the morning through mid-afternoon.

3.3 Trace gas species

The trace gases evaluated in this study were CO, O\(_3\), SO\(_2\), and the sum of PAN and PPN. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the modeled and measured mixing ratios of these four gases. Looking at Fig. 4a we see that from midnight to midday, the model reproduces the measurements of CO quite well when the air masses originate from the E or SW with excellent agreement in absolute values as well as the general trends. Once the RML reaches the measurements site, however, the measured CO exceeded the concentration from the model by 50–80% in the air from the SW and E, respectively. The CO predicted by the model, in the WNW air mass, overestimates CO by an average of ca. 0.05 ppm throughout the day, with the exception of one hour at 14:00 when the measurements spike and exceed the model by 80%. It has been observed previously (Baumgardner et al., 2009) that measured CN concentrations are typically well correlated with the CO mixing ratio at the research site. Comparing Figs. 2 and 4b, both atmospheric species begin to increase as the RML approached the altitude of the research site and reach their maximum values at the same time. The secondary peaks that are prominent in the measured CO are not as sharp in the trends of CN but inflections in the trends are still noticeable. These correlations imply that the positive differences between the measured and modeled CO are not a result of CO that is being produced locally from the VOCs emitted from the trees, but is more likely due to an underestimate of the amount of CO being produced upwind of the research site (e.g.
direct sources may be underestimated) or an overestimate of the amount of dilution by mixing.

As observed in Fig. 4b, the model does not correlate very well with the measurements of \( \text{SO}_2 \). The \( \text{SO}_2 \) emissions from Popocatepetl, parameterized in the model, vary from day to day corresponding to measurements made by Grutter et al. (2008) and were greatest on 18 and 19 March, when the air masses were from the SW. This is the source of the \( \text{SO}_2 \) from the model that is much higher than was measured. The significance of these differences is questionable, due to the resolution of the model that produces a wider plume of \( \text{SO}_2 \) from the volcano than is actually emitted.

The \( \text{O}_3 \) is underestimated by the model throughout the 24 h period regardless of the air mass origin (Fig. 4c). When the model results are shifted two hours later with respect to the measurements, the correlations are all positive and significant at the \( P < 0.01 \) level (Table 3), indicating good agreement in trends even though the absolute values are on average more than 0.02 ppm less than observed. The differences between the model and measurements can be attributed to an inadequate representation of \( \text{O}_3 \) precursors (e.g. biogenic VOC) in the emissions inventory, an underestimate of the continuing, photochemical production of \( \text{O}_3 \), as was seen by Tie et al. (2009), or overestimation of the dilution by mixing as we observed in comparisons of the CO. It may be that the 25% difference between the measurements and models, before the RML arrives at Altzomoni, is a result of an underestimate of photochemical production, since Tie et al. (2009) observed a similar difference. Once the RML is above the research site, however, the 50–80% difference is similar to the differences seen in CO, leading us to conclude that the model is entraining free tropospheric air too rapidly.

The majority of acyl peroxy nitrates (APN) are composed of PAN and PPN. Their principal loss mechanism is via thermal decomposition (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). To compare the modeled APN with our measurements, the PAN and PPN observations were lumped together. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 4d. The model reproduces the measurements extremely well in the air masses with origin from the SW. The simulations and measurements have a correlation coefficient of 0.95 and average error of
only 0.06 ppb after shifting the simulations by one hour later than the measurements. The trends of the simulations and observations, in easterly air masses, are in good agreement in the morning from midnight until 13:00, then again in the late afternoon and evening after 17:00. The model overestimates APN during these time periods but follows a similar diurnal tendency. The model also over-predicts APN in the WNW air masses from midnight to 13:00 and, unlike the simulations for E and SW air masses, where APN decreases in the evening, the model keeps increasing APN. The rapid increase in APN around midday, not reproduced by the model, follows the same trend as was seen in CO.

3.4 Aerosol particle size distributions

The size distributions of the mass concentrations of the sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and organic matter ions were averaged hourly and grouped by air mass origin over the same periods as previously discussed for the meteorological and trace gas measurements. The size spectra from the simulations were also grouped and averaged over these same periods. The AMS measures the vacuum, aerodynamic diameter of the particles, whereas the diameter reported from the WRF-Chem model is geometric. Hence, the size scales of the AMS spectra are converted to geometric diameter using a density of 1.8 g cm$^{-3}$ for the sulfate, nitrate and ammonium particles and 1.4 g cm$^{-3}$ for organic matter (Barnard et al., 2010). Figures 5–8 show selected time periods chosen to represent the evolution of the size distributions: 11:00 for when the RML is just arriving at Altzomoni, 14:00 for when the maximum concentration gases and particle is observed and 17:00 for when these concentrations are decreasing. In the following discussion we focus specifically on the time evolution of three features of the PSDs: (1) the mass concentration of particles less than 0.1 µm, (2) the diameter and concentration of the peak in the PSD and (3) the general shape of the PSD. The interest in the concentration of small particles is related to observing if either the model or the measurements show any new particle formation. Changes in the size and concentration of the PSDs provide information about growth of the particles by condensation and coag-
ulation, as do changes in the overall shape of the spectra. As was previously described in Sect. 2.2, the model provides information on the size spectra via the concentrations and diameters of the Aiken and accumulation modes assuming a lognormal probability distribution with a constant standard deviation for each mode. The size spectra shown in the figures are calculated from the sum of the two, overlapping lognormal distributions.

Figure 5a–c show the PSDs for sulfate when the air originated from the WNW, SW and E, respectively. Regardless of the origin of the air mass, the model produces much more sulfate than observed in the measurements. Note that the PSDs in panels a, b and c are drawn with different scales on the ordinate axis because of the range in values predicted by the model, with the most sulfate found in the WNW air masses and the least from the SW. The measurements, however, do not reflect this variation since the peak concentration for all three cases is approximately 0.5 µg m$^{-3}$. Another major difference between the model and measurements is that the simulations indicate a shift in the size at which the peak value falls from morning to afternoon for the PSDs with air from WNW and E, whereas the measurements show the peak at 200 nm regardless of time of day or air mass origin. In addition, for air mass origins from the WNW and E, there are negligible differences in the shape of the PSDs. Only in air from the SW do we observe an increase in the peak concentration as the day progresses. The evolution of the PSDs predicted by the model is quite different depending on the air mass origin. In WNW air (Fig. 5a), the diameter of the peak decreases as the day progresses even as the peak concentration increases. In the morning and mid-afternoon there is an increase in the mass concentration of the small particles that then decreases by late afternoon. The evolution of the PSDs in southwesterly and easterly air masses is similar with little change between 11:00 and 14:00 and distinct modes at 30 and 200 nm. By 17:00 the 30 nm mode has disappeared and the concentration at the 200 nm mode has increased. The only common feature between the model and measurement is the diameter of the peak at 17:00.
The PSDs of the nitrate ion, shown in Fig. 6a–c, also drawn on different concentration scales, show much more variation related to time of day and air mass origin. Turning first to the measurements, we see that regardless of the air mass direction, the size of the peak in the PSDs does not shift with time of day. The peak diameter is slightly larger than 200 nm in air from the WNW (Fig. 6a), slightly smaller than 200 nm in SW air masses (Fig. 6b) and almost exactly 200 nm in easterly air (Fig. 6c). With respect to the peak concentration, the maximum occurs at 14:00, 17:00 and 14:00 in air masses originating from the WNW, SW and E, respectively. There is no evidence of a small particle mode in any of the PSDs and no obvious broadening or narrowing related to the time of day. With respect to the agreement between the modeled and measured PSDs, the PSDs compare very well at 14:00 when air is from the E (Fig. 6c). In air from the WNW, the predicted PSDs evolve almost inversely to the measurements, i.e. the peak concentrations and diameters decrease during the day. The peak diameter is 400 nm at 11:00 and 250 nm at 17:00. The peak concentration at 17:00 is seven times smaller than at 11:00. There is also a small particle mode at 11:00 that disappears by 14:00. The peak concentration from the model at 11:00 is almost the same as the measured concentrations at 14:00 and 17:00. In the SW air mass the simulated peak concentrations are approximately five times smaller than were measured (Fig. 6b). In the easterly air the PSDs change very little during the day, contrary to what was observed.

In Fig. 7a–c we compare the PSDs of the ammonium ions and observe that there is good agreement between the model and the measurement in the easterly air masses at 14:00 (Fig. 7c), similar to what was seen in the comparison of nitrate PSDs. The measured peak concentration is slightly higher and diameter a little smaller. In the SW air mass (Fig. 7b) the 11:00 PSDs are in fairly good agreement. The evolution of the measured peak concentrations matches the trends that were seen in the nitrate PSD in the WNW, SW and E air masses, i.e. maxima at 14:00, 17:00 and 14:00, respectively. Similarly, in the SW air masses (Fig. 7b), there is very little change in the modeled PSDs with time of day, as was seen in the nitrate PSDs. The predicted peaks in the
PSDs in air of WNW origin (Fig. 7a) decrease in diameter but not in concentration as was observed in the predicted peak of nitrate mass. In addition, the predicted peak concentrations for all three time periods exceed those that were measured in the WNW air but the measured peak concentrations exceeded the simulated concentrations by a wide margin in SW air and less so in easterly air.

The measured PSDs of organic matter, shown in Fig. 8a–c, all reach their maximum peak concentrations at 14:00, with very little shifts in the peak diameter regardless of air mass origin. The measured PSDs are generally much narrower than the predicted PSDs. The predicted PSDs also reach their maximum peak concentrations at 14:00; however, in air masses from WNW and E, the maxima in peak concentrations remain at least until 17:00 while in the SW air mass the 17:00 peak concentration has returned to its 11:00 value. The measured peak concentrations show the reverse of this behavior, i.e. in the WNW and E air masses, the 11:00 and 17:00 peak concentrations are the same whereas in air from the SW, the 14:00 and 17:00 concentrations are nearly identical.

4 Discussion

As seen in the summary of the comparisons (Table 3), the daily trends from the model and measurements are sometimes in good agreement, using a confidence level of $P_c < 0.01$ as the criterion for a statistically significant correlation coefficient. The temperature and water vapor mixing ratios were well correlated regardless of air mass origin, as was the ozone. The CO was very well correlated prior to the arrival of the RML but the significant underestimation by the model after that time causes the correlation coefficients to decrease. Of the 18 comparisons (six parameters and three different air mass directions) 12 were statistically significant. Most of these good correlations were reached when the average time series from the model is shifted by one or two hours ahead of the observations. For example the best correlations for $O_3$ were obtained when the modeled concentrations were shifted two hours later for the WNW.
and E air masses and one hour later for southwesterly air. The need to shift the model results in time suggests that the BL is growing too rapidly in the model.

In Sect. 3.2 the trends in the modeled BL were compared with the onset of increases in the CN concentration. It was observed that the CN concentration generally began increasing at the time when the depth of the BL was close to the elevation of the research site. Taking a closer look at Fig. 2, we see that the really sharp increases in CN do not occur in the air originating from the WNW and E (Fig. 2a and c) until two hours after the BL is at the site. Similarly in southwesterly air the increase in CN occurs an hour after the arrival of the BL (Fig. 2b). These time lags are the same as those required to produce correlated O$_3$ and reinforce our conclusion that the RML maybe growing too rapidly in the model, compared to the actual growth rate.

Prior to the arrival of the RML at Altzomoni, we observe that the model underestimates the O$_3$ with respect to the measurements by approximately 25 % then by 50–80 % afterwards. In Sect. 3.3 we suggest that the 25 % difference is a result of the continuing photochemical production of O$_3$ that is not taken into account in the model, as concluded by Tie et al. (2009). The much larger difference after the RML reaches the research site was also observed in the comparison of CO and is further evidence that the simulated BL growth is overly vigorous. Turbulence generated by solar heating entrains free tropospheric air as the BL grows and leads to mixing and dilution of the gases and particles in the BL. Figure 9 illustrates this process with simulated vertical profiles of CO (Fig. 9a) and O$_3$ (Fig. 9b) at the three sites shown in Fig. 1 and whose BL depth trends were presented in Fig. 2. The time periods selected are 11:00, 14:00 and 18:00 to correspond to the average time of RML arrival at Altzomoni, time of maximum CN and time when the RML is beginning to collapse. Shown connected by horizontal lines at the pressure altitude of Altzomoni are the maximum CO (Fig. 9a) and O$_3$ (Fig. 9b) modeled (diamond on left of line) and measured (solid circle). An arrow designates that the measured value is greater than the maximum on the scale.

Although the absolute magnitudes of CO are different at the three sites, the trends are similar. At 11:00 the CO is the largest at the surface and smallest at the elevation of
the research site. By 14:00 the CO has mixed upwards, decreasing the concentration at the surface but increasing it at the research site. The trends in Mexico City (WNW) and Texmelucan (E) are similar in that the maximum in CO at the same pressure level of Altzomoni (630 mb) occurs at 14:00 then by 18:00 continuing dilution decreases the average concentration. The maximum in CO when air is from the SW (Cuautla) occurs at 18:00 because Cuautla is 1000 m lower in altitude than Mexico City and Texmelucan; hence and it takes longer for the emissions from that area to reach the research site. The model results coincide with the measured trends in CO and CN that show the maxima occurring later and also remaining high until 14:00 (Figs. 2b and 4a). Comparing these profiles with the maximum modeled and measured CO at Altzomoni, we see that in the WNW air masses, there has been a 13:1 dilution in the maximum CO that is at 630 mb over Mexico City. When looking at the results from Cuautla the modeled CO at Altzomoni is 20 % greater than the CO upwind at the same level over Cuautla. This means that the CO was continuing to mix upwards from the surface; however, given that measured CO was 30 % larger than simulated, it implies that the CO was over-diluted. A different situation occurs in the southeasterly air masses where the CO from the model is the same at the research site as at the same level upwind at Texmelucan but the measured CO is 80 % larger, almost the same concentration as found at the surface at Texmelucan at 11:00. This suggests that not only has there been too much dilution in the model, but the emission strength of CO is also likely underestimated.

Figure 9b shows that the O₃ profiles are much more vertical from the surface to the altitude of Altzomoni at 11:00 than seen in the CO profiles. This is a result of vertical mixing and photochemical production of new O₃. The maximum concentration is reached at 14:00, at all three sites, decreasing by 18:00; however, the trends are different with respect to the magnitude of the decrease. In the WNW air masses, represented by the Mexico City profiles, the concentration of O₃ falls halfway between the 11:00 and 14:00 values. This trend is reflected in the measured O₃ (Fig. 4c), in the WNW air, that changes from 0.06 to 0.09 to 0.07 ppm over these same time periods. When air arrives
from the SW, represented by the Cuautla vertical profile, the O₃ concentration at 18:00 returns to its 11:00 value. This trend also is reflected in the measurements. Only the profiles of air from the SE differ from the trends that were measured. In this case the 18:00 concentration falls between the 11:00 and 14:00 values but the measured O₃ at 18:00 is approximately what it was at 14:00. In comparison with the maximum modeled and measured O₃ at the research site (horizontal bars) we find that the O₃ is a factor of three lower at Altzomoni than at the same pressure altitude over Mexico City, i.e. continuing photochemical production of O₃ has been offset by dilution. The measured O₃, however, is almost a factor of two larger than the simulation. This reflects either more actual production of O₃ or less dilution than predicted. The comparisons of model and measurements at the research site in SW air, in relation to the simulated vertical profiles at Cuautla, shows that the photochemical production of O₃ by the model overcomes the dilution by mixing as the modeled concentration downwind of Cuautla is slightly larger than the concentration upwind. The measured O₃, however, is 0.15 ppm, off the scale in this figure, suggesting that there is much more O₃ actually being produced than predicted. The same is seen in the comparisons in easterly air masses where the measured maximum O₃ at Altzomoni is 0.11 ppm, twice what is predicted.

When comparing the model predictions and AMS measurements of the PSDs, we have to recognize that the maximum geometric size that can be sampled with approximately 100% efficiency is about 600 nm. This is a result of operating at 630 mb, the average pressure level of Altzomoni. As seen in Figs. 5–8, there is mass that is detected beyond this size but the uncertainty due to the decreased aspiration efficiency is much larger and we refrain from placing any significance on differences between the model and the measurements in this size range.

The analysis of PSDs measured as the RML rose above the research site and their comparison with simulations produced a number of interesting insights with respect to the evolution of aerosol particles downwind of the major emission sources. The first of these was the observation that the measured size spectra were always lognormal
distributed with a single mode centered at a geometric diameter of 200 ±20 nm, regardless of the time of day, origin of the air mass or chemical composition. Differences were only reflected by changes in the maximum concentration of the peak and area under the curve. From 11:00 to 17:00 there was rarely any indication of particle growth by condensation or coagulation or loss of mass by particle evaporation. The lack of any mode in the small particle size range (<0.1 µm) suggests that by the time the RML had reached the research site, most of the particles in the Aiken mode had grown into the accumulation mode and there was no formation of new particles. Kleinman et al. (2009) compared a similar observation from air borne measurements downwind of Mexico City. In their studies, they evaluated the size distribution as a function of photochemical age that was defined as the negative logarithm of the concentration of NO\textsubscript{x} to NO\textsubscript{y} that has a value of 1.0 after approximately 8 h of processing. Baumgardner et al. (2009) showed measurements of CO and O\textsubscript{3} made in Mexico City and Altzomoni that showed that on average air from Mexico City, under conditions of WNW circulation, reach Altzomoni in approximately 6 h. This corresponds to a photochemical age of around 0.7–0.8. As we did not have measurements of NO\textsubscript{x} and NO\textsubscript{y}, we are unable to compute a photochemical age to directly compare with that which was reported by Kleinman et al. (2009). Nevertheless, these investigators reported measurements of the PSDs of organic matter from an AMS on an aircraft. The modal diameter of these PSDs, in the afternoon, was nearly the same as measured at Altzomoni, 200 nm, and shapes were independent of the photochemical age. One difference was that whereas our measurements at Altzomoni show no evidence of a small particle mode, some of the PSDs from the aircraft measurements showed evidence of such a mode in the photochemically young air masses. This was not seen in the PSD in air with a photochemical age between 0.8 and 1.

The predicted PSDs showed larger shifts in the modal diameter with time of the day, particularly for the sulfate, nitrate and ammonium where the mode tends to shift from close to 400 nm at 11:00 moving towards 200 nm at 17:00, i.e. very close to what is observed. This decrease in modal diameter is accompanied by an increase in the
maximum concentration. The reason for the decrease in the modal diameter is that the model predicts another peak in the Aiken mode such that these particles grow by condensation and coagulation into the accumulation mode, shifting the modal diameter to smaller sizes. The measurements indicate that the majority of mass in the Aiken mode must have already shifted into the accumulation mode before the air masses have reached the research site.

The large difference between the modeled and measured sulfate is due to two factors: an overestimate of the SO$_2$ and water vapor mixing ratio and the way that the model handles the inorganic chemistry. An overabundance of SO$_2$ and water vapor will lead to the production of too much sulfate from aqueous chemistry. Secondly, the chemical system considered in MADE, the module that simulates the inorganic chemistry, is restricted to sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and water components in the aerosol phase. The sulfate formed in the model by oxidation of SO$_2$ in the gas-phase is neutralized irreversibly by ammonia to produce ammonium sulfate. Any excess ammonia reacts with nitric acid in the model resulting in the reversible formation of ammonium nitrate aerosol. Hence, we see from figures 8a and b that the simulated sulfate exceeds that which is measured while the measured nitrate exceeds the simulated concentrations. The exception was in the easterly air masses where even though the sulfate is greatly overestimated, by 17:00 the modeled and measured concentrations are in close correspondence. This suggests that even though the sulfate is over predicted, by the time all the SO$_2$ had been removed, there remained enough ammonia left to produce the ammonium nitrate. This also indicated that the model was doing a good job of predicting the available nitric acid.

The differences between the modeled and measured PSDs of OM vary with air mass origin and are related to both the dynamics and the chemistry. One commonality is that there was little evidence of new particle formation or mass in the Aiken mode in either the measurements or the model results. Only at 14:00 in SW air masses does the model indicate that there are particles with much mass in this mode that disappears by 17:00. In addition, with the exception of WNW air masses, the modeled PSDs do not...
shift their peak diameters but only increase or decrease in maximum concentration. This matches the behavior of the measurements and is significant since it indicates that there is no longer any growth of the particles by 11:00 and changes are a result of mixing processes.

The result that both modeled and measured PSD are lognormal indicates that the use of the lognormal distribution is justified in the model. Barnard et al. (2010) had reached the same conclusion when they evaluated the optical module of WRF-Chem using real chemical data. The WRF-Chem optical module takes the multi-mode lognormal PSDs, calculated from the chemical information, to predict the optical coefficients. Barnard et al. (2010) found that when they compared measured optical data with simulated data using measured chemical concentrations in the optical module, the results were satisfactory. When the simulated chemistry was used in the optical module, there were large differences suggesting the modeled chemistry was the source of the error, not the log normal distributions.

5 Summary and conclusions

An evaluation of the fidelity of the WRF-Chem chemical transport model has been conducted using measurements taken during the MILAGRO campaign in the region of Mexico City in March 2006. The evaluation compares the simulations of meteorology, selected trace gases and aerosol particle mass size distributions to those that were measured at a remote mountain site 60 km to the southeast of Mexico City for 10 days during the field campaign when there were no clouds or indications of local biomass burning. The comparisons were stratified by the history of the air masses over the 24 h before they arrived at the measurement site. Analysis of the wind fields derived from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) at 650 mb showed that air originated from the E, SW and WNW during 6, 2 and 2 of the 10 days, respectively. The comparisons were made after calculating diurnal averages, in one hour intervals, for the three cases. The metrics used to evaluate the predicted trends of the models in com-
Comparison with the measurements were the correlation coefficient and average difference between the simulated and measured values. The former metric indicates how well the daily trends are simulated while average differences help us assess possible biases.

The analysis shows that the trends in temperature, water vapor mixing ratio and O$_3$ are significantly correlated ($P < 0.01$), after shifting the modeled data with respect to the measurements by a positive one or two hours. The CO trends are also well represented by the model prior to when the RML reaches the measurement site of Altzomoni. After that time the measurements exceed the modeled concentrations by 50–80%. The APN concentrations are predicted very accurately in the cases when the air masses are from the WNW and SW but underestimated with respect to the measurements in air from the east, although the average trends are well correlated.

Evaluation of the vertical profiles of the CO and O$_3$ at three upwind locations indicates that the underestimation of simulated CO when the research site is in the RML is a result of overly vigorous entrainment and mixing of free tropospheric air by the model. The underestimate of the O$_3$ could also be related to over dilution, but there is also evidence that more O$_3$ is being produced photochemically than predicted by the model.

The particle size distributions (PSD) of mass concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and organic matter (OM) agree very well with respect to the geometric diameter of the peak in the log normal distributions that fell within 200 ± 20 nm regardless of the origin of the air mass or its age when the measurement site was in the RML. The major differences were in the sulfate and nitrate PSDs where concentrations of sulfate are over predicted and nitrate under predicted by the model.

The fidelity of the model, validated by the measurements, is generally quite good with respect to the prediction of temperature, water vapor, CO, O$_3$, APN and PSDs of ammonium and, in some cases, OM. A better partitioning in the reactions of ammonia with SO$_2$ and nitric acid is needed to minimize the overestimation of sulfate and underestimation of nitrate. Improvements are needed in how the model develops the thickness of the boundary layer and entrains and mixes with the free tropospheric air.
The discrepancy in the modeled O$_3$ and OM would probably be improved by a better emissions inventory of volatile organic compounds, although further investigation is needed to separate differences related to chemistry from those caused by dynamics. In addition, the 3 km $\times$ 3 km resolution used in the model was not sufficient to resolve some of the smaller scale topographical features. This could contribute to observed differences in the meteorological parameters and phase lag in the diurnal cycles. Future work will add an additional nested grid at finer resolution centered on the research site.

The modeled and observed invariability of the shape of the PSDs and constant peak modal diameter suggest that by at least 6 h of aging downwind of major sources of anthropogenic emissions, the aerosol population can be well represented by a single, lognormal distribution with modal diameter of 200 nm. This could greatly simplify parameterization in climate models although it is not known at this time if this invariance can be extended to other megacity regions.
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Table 1. Instrumentation at the Altzomoni research site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Detection Limits</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Parameters Temperature</td>
<td>Davis Inc.</td>
<td>UNAM</td>
<td>−50 to +50 C</td>
<td>±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 to 100 %</td>
<td>±5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO, O₃</td>
<td>Active Open-path FTIR</td>
<td>UNAM</td>
<td>0.001 ppm</td>
<td>±15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂</td>
<td>TSI 3010</td>
<td>UNAM</td>
<td>0.01 ppm</td>
<td>±30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Aerodyne AMS</td>
<td>Scripps/UNAM/U. Manchester</td>
<td>0.1 µg m⁻³</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄, NO₃, NH₄, OM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN/PPN</td>
<td>Metcon GC/ECD</td>
<td>U. Houston</td>
<td>50 ppt</td>
<td>±15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Selected WRF-Chem configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>WRF-Chem Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advection</td>
<td>Positive Definite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long wave radiation</td>
<td>RRTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwave radiation</td>
<td>Goddard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface layer</td>
<td>MM5 similarity theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land surface</td>
<td>unified Noah land-surface model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary layer</td>
<td>YSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud microphysics</td>
<td>Enhanced Purdue Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photolysis</td>
<td>Madronich FTUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas phase chemistry</td>
<td>CBM-Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol chemistry</td>
<td>MADE/SORGAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 3. Statistical parameter summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>WNW</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.208</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lag is defined as the time shift of the model with respect to the measurements. Corr. = correlation coefficient, Pc = the significance level of the correlation coefficient error = the average difference between the model and measurements. Bold numbers highlight statistically significant correlation coefficients.
Fig. 1. This diagram shows the inner domain used in the WRF-Chem model, at a resolution of 3×3 km. The color coding refers to elevation (m a.s.l.). The research site, Altzomoni, along with three locations centered in regions of high anthropogenic pollution are also shown. The areas of Mexico City, Cuautla and Texmelucan are upwind of Altzomoni when air originates from the WNW, SW and E, respectively.
Fig. 2. Hourly averages of the simulated boundary layer depth (a.s.l.), drawn as dashed lines and observed CN concentration (solid lines) are shown here for time periods when air originates from (a) the west northwest (Mexico City), (b) southwest (Cuautla) and (c) east (Texmelucan). The grey line is a reference for the Altzomoni research site altitude and the vertical black lines show the time when the simulated RML reaches the Altzomoni measurement site.
Fig. 3. Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed) daily trends in (a) temperature and (b) water vapor mixing ratios for the three cases related to air mass origin, i.e. east (E, green), southwest (SW, red) and west northwest (WNW, black).
Fig. 4. The average simulated (dashed lines) and observed (solid lines) mixing ratios for: (a) carbon monoxide (CO), (b) Sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), (c) Ozone (O$_3$) and (d) acyl peroxy nitrate (APN) are shown here as a function of the air mass origin.
Fig. 5. The average mass concentrations of sulfate as a function of size, simulated by the model (blue lines) and measured with the AMS (red lines), are compared for three time periods when air originates from (a) the WNW, (b) SW and (c) E.
Fig. 6. The size distributions are for the same conditions described in Fig. 5, but for nitrate.
Fig. 7. The size distributions are for the same conditions described in Fig. 5, but for ammonium.
Fig. 8. The size distributions are for the same conditions described in Fig. 5, but for organic material.
Fig. 9. The simulated vertical profiles displayed here are for (a) CO and (b) O$_3$ concentrations at three locations upwind of Altzomoni when the winds are from the WNW (black curves, Mexico City), SW (red curves, Cuautla) and E (green curves, Texmelucan) at three time periods. The 1100 periods (light solid curves) are when the RML is arriving at Altzomoni, 1400 periods (dark dashed curves) are when the CO and O$_3$ are approximately maxima and 1800 periods (dark solid curves) are when the RMA is beginning to collapse. The horizontal, solid bars at the pressure level of Altzomoni connect the simulated (diamond) and measured (solid circle) concentrations at Altzomoni. The arrow signifies that the measured concentration is larger than the maximum on the scale.